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 President’s Welcome 

by Francesco Lotito  -  FISSC President  

This Federation has in its DNA, far before being written in its statute, the finality to protect the 
rights of organized fans. 

We know well enough all the difficulties which is making it increasingly difficult and complicated 
for one to go watch a football game: nominative tickets - turnstiles -  the fan card - high ticket 
prices.    There is however no detailed analysis by the media of the situation in which italian 
stadiums are presently in.  Anyone who has travelled around Europe can easily see the 
difference in the negative of our stadiums not only compared to those in England or Germany 
but also in Spain, France, Portugal and Greece. 

Its sufficient to take for an example the Olimpic Stadium in Rome which is considered as 
“perfect” by CONI for the sole reason that it hosted a recent Champions League final, receiving 
the applause of UEFA’s rapresentatives (i.e. those who have places in the grand stand).  Those 
however who watch the matches not only from the curves and distinct stands but also those in 
‘Tribuna Tevere’, unfortunately have to observe that the distance from the pitch makes it 
difficult to see well the various phases of the game, that the parking places quite a few 
kilometers away force them to a long walk under both sun or rain, that there are no restaurants 
or hygenic services which are suitable. 

And what about the stadiums law, still waiting to be carried on to Parliament for a couple of 
years now? 

New stadiums are a need and a necessity, but both Juventus and Cagliari have dimonstrated 
that new stadiums can be built even without a law being passed to facilitate bureaucratic 
procedures.  Or maybe someone or somebody wants to obtain a bill that also includes the 
construction of houses and commercial centres besides stadiums?  Quietly quietly I would like 
to ask how near the Allianz Arena home of Bayern Munich (a wonderful stadium indeed) 
there are only large parking spaces?  Has not the time arrived that the FIGC should focus in 
first person to make a contribution to solve this longstanding issue?  And how come that the 
Lega only meets to decide on how to divide the resources arising from television rights?  It’s 
amazing that those who are at the head and govern the italian football world are fully 
occupied to deal only with this problem! 

Who will protect the fans who are the true engine of football? Who cares beyond FISSC, to 
bring forth the fans sacrosanct requests who finally want to see the building of new stadiums, 
rich in facilities, equipped with a pitch where matches can be regulary played even in winter,  
hindering the project of those who want to reduce football only to a television sport? 
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 Lets make FISSC known 

by Fausto Sala  -   FISSC Secretary  

The path our Federation has undertaken since 2007, year of its organizational restructuring 

after the tragic events in Catania, has so far been fraught with obstacles linked primarily with 

mistrust coming from the various political and institutional interlocutors met. But if questiions 

such as: “but what is FISSC ?, how many are you?, wat do you want?” are today still partly 

justifiable if posted by those who have the task to keep afloat the whole italian football system, 

cannot nor must be within our coordination centres. 

Lets make FISSC know to all our club members, lets make them understand the importance to 

be part of the fight all together toward the same goal, let them feel they are protagonists of our 

ambitious but entirely legitimate project so we can have our say on the tables that count of our 

football planet. Moreover the Federation programme lines do no more but to effectively 

summarize what we all, real appassionate sport fans, believe it is necessary to sample once 

again the real values of football spectacle: 

 bring togather in the Federation all coordinations of fans who for decades fight violence and 

interpret football according to the traditional values of sport where the fans of the other team are 

seen as “opponents” not “enemies”; 

 become increasingly stable contacts of all football and government institutions who deal with 

sport and football in particular; 

 need of new stadiumscessità di stadi nuovi, covered and having all the facilities needed by the 

fans; 

 fill again the stadiums which must be safe or welcoming for families; 

 opposition to football only from the sofa and decrease night games which have always resulted 

as having a very high risk of danger; 

 not limiting to the prevention and repression, but proceed with a programme of education of 

the fans.  Disponibilty by FISSC to play an important role in this sense; 

 uniformity of procedures for the entry of fans in stadiums and the access of banners and 

flags. 

All members of a single club affilliated to a single coordinating centre of Serie A, Serie B and 

Lega Pro teams, must be the spokesmen and convey these directives and to do this better 

they must relize that they are part of a big family to which they can refer to vindicate their 

rights.  Talk and write more about FISSC is therefore the best remedy to get the right 

sounding board to the general pubblic. Now is the time to act, not disperse the efforts made 

to date which have made FISSC in the eyes of the National Observatory on Sports Events (in 

the persons of the president Pietro Ieva and the secretary Roberto Massucci) is still 

considered the only serious and effective partner in the field of organised fans! In fact in its 

last meeting, the representatives fo the Observatory have welcomed our critical contributions  

and have advocated a more proactive periodic meetings between the two parts 
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 Verona 2011  -  Capital of organized fans 

by Carla Riolfi  -  A.D. Nuovo Coordinameto Hellas Verona  

Saturday 26 mach, promoted by the ‘Nuovo Coordinamento Club Hellas Verona 2003’, was held 

in our city the periodical meeting of FISSC [Italian Federation Of Soccer Supporters Clubs] the 

national body that brings togather all coordination centres from Serie A up to the leagues of 

Serie D.  These meetings have set as their goal that to safeguard and protect organised fans, to 

address and possibly solve all their common problems.   

In particular in the assembly of  Verona a debate was held concerning the document 

“Guidelines for the implementation of the Supporter Card” prepared by the responsible 

institutions in collaboration with the Ministry of the Interior in the enactment of these laws that 

regulate the activities of fans both in home and away games.  To this end a document was 

compiled and will be brought to the attention of the General Director of ‘Lega Pro’ Dott. 

Ghirelli, in an already sheduled meeting to be held in Florence, with all concerned. 

Its of utmost importance to stress home the inconsistencies that have so far more penalized 

then favoured, who has undersigned togather with the subscription, even the Supporter Card.  

Its desirable that  all disparities that have occurred between the various groups of supporters 

will soon be overcomed, precisely because of the different ways with which the ministerial 

directives are being applied.  In merit much appreciated was the speech delivered by the 

National Coordinator for Stadium Security, dott. Giovanni Spitaleri, who wanted to partake also 

in these problems, intervening also in the debate togather with the other national delegates 

who were also meeting that same morning in a formation seminar. 

All this can be a new start in regards to attendance in the stadiums, hoping for a more civil 

coexistence among all fans.  

Finally a big round of applause was given to Roberto Boninsegna, great attacker of many teams 

among which Hellas Verona, from last year FISSC’s testimonial. 
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 Imagine a football without fans... 

European Assembly of Football Fans  -  Brøndby & Copenhagen, Denmark 

1-3 July 2011 

Imagine… 

… Want to follow your ... the away team but authorities forbid all fans do, or having to provide all your 

personal information before you can buy a ticket!  

… That ... your club is sanctioned by the obligation to play a match behind closed doors, so the whole 

punishing fans for the actions of a minority at the last meeting! 

 

That ... the entrance of the stadium, and without any warning, there is forbidden to bring your flags and 

your banners, no reason to understand! 

 

... To have taken a stand against racism with a banner at the stadium and being arrested for this! 

 

... Can not go to see matches of your team to the stadium because the price of tickets is far too high! 

 

... To be treated aggressively by stewards or police or having to endure unseemly searches - for example, 

made by the military or the obligation to strip naked in a tent at the entrance of the stadium! 

There seem borderline cases? Unfortunately, not at all. In many European countries, there are cases like 

these are even real or an occurrence more or less common for football fans. All this, despite having been 

scientifically proven to be very bad reception and repression against supporters have a high likelihood of 

worsening the state of things and create more problems. 

And what is the ultimate consequence of collective repression and the abuse of fans and their various 

traditional forms of expression? The creation of a kick with no atmosphere, in which viewers are only 

occasional users of an event. A football without fans! 

Fortunately, a growing number of countries, largely through the efforts of the fans but also to the 

football authorities and institutions, have taken initiatives to curb forms of unfair treatment and 

improve the acceptance, understanding and dialogue with fans. It is understood as the fans are an 

important factor in the overall atmosphere and how their forms of expression are essential to the 

interests of football, not a problem. 

Thanks to the work done by groups of fans and Alpha Brøndby Support, and with the support of the 

National Association of FDF supporters, as well as Brøndby IF and FC Copenhagen and UEFA, we can 

find and talk about everything at the 4 ° EFFC, Assembly of European Football Fans, held in Copenhagen 

and Brøndby 1 to 3 July 2011! 

With the support of Danish fans, we have arranged for you a program of events ever seen! It starts on 

Friday morning (July 1) with a tournament among fans, to take a stand against all forms of 

discrimination in the name of the slogan "All Colours Are Beautiful" will be held Saturday, July 2 our 

traditional workshops, with the consequent creation of initiatives common throughout Europe, 

Sunday, July 3 will then be the turn of the Congress of the ESF, to end the great weekend full of events, 

including a barbecue, tour the stadium, a party around the FC Copenhagen and even a surprise event ! 

As with previous editions, we look forward to welcoming all of you football fans across Europe and 

beyond! We are also inviting representatives of various institutions and agencies of football, to create 

an opportunity for dialogue for representatives of the fans from up to 40 European nations and 

promote an exchange of experiences and opinions. 
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 Dichiarazione : Euro 2012  -  Latest government anti-hooligan measures counter-productive... 

from the Football Supporters  Europe website 

The indefinite closure of five premier league stadia and away travel 

bans for fans across entire leagues: these are part of a package of 

repressive measures taken by the Polish government last week after 

increasing public pressure from across Europe in view of the 

approaching EURO 2012. 

Their main aim is to fight the ongoing violence in Polish football, with 

the immediate trigger being the violent incidents at the recent cup final 

between Legia Warsaw and Lech Poznan which received media 

attention in the whole of Europe. FSE says: these measures are 

doomed to failure. 

As the representative European network of football supporters with members in 36 countries, FSE hereby 

clearly and unambiguously reaffirm our rejection of any form of violence and discrimination. We support 

every reasonable and diverse approach that can lead to a sustainable prevention of existing problems in 

football in Europe. Precisely for this reason, we are very concerned about the latest reaction of the 

government to the violent incidents in football in Poland.  

All fans, including those who are peaceful and aware of their responsibilities, from divisions one to five are 

now expected to carry the can for the wrongdoings of a minority, and for the longstanding neglect of 

existing problems with violence and discrimination in Polish football. Numerous international examples 

from recent years have shown, however, that such a short-term strategy of collective punishment of entire 

sets of fans does not lead to the isolation of the minority of wrongdoers; rather, it can result in a feeling of 

solidarity with that minority by large sections of the fan base. Hooligan groups - or even political parties, 

often of the far right - are often the first people who try to take advantage of these situations for their own 

purposes, to win support among fans. 

This is why we urgently call for the institutions in Poland to reconsider their latest approach. We would 

much prefer to see a willingness on the part of those in authority to enter into a constructive and focused 

dialogue about the most recent incidents with all interested parties, INCLUDING the fans, and to work 

together on a joint, long-term solution for the benefit of a peaceful EURO2012 and beyond. 

In the course of preparations for EURO2012, there have already been a number of exemplary and 

promising steps taken in this direction, with the foundation of the first preventive fans‘ projects and the 

involvement of the fans in the tournament planning, e.g. with Lechia Gdansk, Slask Wroclaw and at 

Polonia Warsaw. As a consequence, an increasing number of Polish supporters have openly expressed 

their willingness to take on more responsibility over the past year. They have taken part in social 

initiatives and activities to prevent violence and discrimination, and have even initiated such activities 

themselves. The short-term measures of repressive intervention impact negatively against the 

commitment of these fans, and are therefore counter-productive and could fatally undermine these 

positive developments. 

Experience elsewhere in Europe, particularly in England and Germany, has demonstrated that a lasting 

and stable improvement in the situation regarding violence in football can only be achieved with the 

support and participation of fans, not merely by the imposition of measures against them. 

Consequently, there remains an onus on Polish fans to react appropriately. FSE therefore is calling not 

only upon the Polish institutions, but also upon all Polish fans not to let themselves be led into 

destructive behaviour by their anger and frustration about these disproportionate collective measures of 

punishment, or to let themselves be misused by party-political interests and short-term promises in the 

upcoming elections, however difficult that may seem. 

On the contrary, it is important, especially now, to continue to stand up for the self-critical and self-

regulating prevention of violence and discrimination amongst the fans everywhere where this has already 

started, and to kick-off such processes where they have not yet been established. AT THE SAME TIME, the 

fans should express – peacefully - their opposition to the governmental measures taken. These forms of 

engagement and creative means of protest should then demonstrate to the world that the majority of 

Polish fans are part of the solution, not the problem, and that they can be the heart and soul of an 

attractive Polish football scene and a festive EURO 2012 tournament. 
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Trity-sixth. That’s Italy’s position in UEFA’s Fair Play ranking.  Thirty-sixth out of fifty-three 

countries members of the European Union of Football.  A big drop from last year when Italian 

football placed twenty-second, a great failure for a movement that highly thinks as being at the 

centre of the world; for an organization that believes it can offer advice and lessons to the rest 

of the old continent in any subject. 

The criteria leading to the defenition of the ranking list are the following : quality of play, 

respect for opponents, respect for referees, pubblic and cardholders behavior.  We are the non-

EU immigrants of European Football, a table which is headed by Norway, in second place comes 

England and in third Sweden, three contries who will enjoy a bonus, they may enter an extra 

team in the next UEFA Europa League and that will be the team who wins the the national fair 

play trophy [in England the leaders are currently Chelsea, already qualified for the Champions 

League, and thus its place will eventually be taken over by Fulham]. 

The spirit of the prize does not take in consideration the points scored in the league standings, 

rather, Norway, England and Sweden may enroll in the Euroleague even a relegated team 

should this be the winner of the national fair play trophy.  I think its an argument very far from 

our good habits, we have made ourselves known in every part of the football world, the 

behaviour both the public, executives and players especially towards the opponents and 

referees, have cancelled the results obtained on the pitch.  Before us, in the standings, all the 

major football countries, Germany comes sixth, Holland, France and Spain, ninth, tenth and 

eleventh respectivly, Switzerland in fourteeth place. 

Italy can only boast of preceding Aremia, Romania, Macedonia, Wales, Croatia. Last of the party 

comes Andorra who precede Albania. While waiting for EUFA’s financial fair play, the fair play 

trophy is not our stuff, education does not enter in the business or tv rights areas. 

  

We are Europe’s bad boys... 

by Tony Damascelli  -  Il Giornale 
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We want to highlight for you an enterprise perhaps unique and rare in our football 

world made up mostly of money. 

To what an extent the love for one’s team colour can go  -  Rino at 70 years on a 

thirst strike to save his team  -  Football Brindisi 

Here we present to you the newspapar article on this enterprise . 

WELL DONE RINO 
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Even this year the  Coordination ‘Amici del ChievoVerona’  have organised the 'Gala ChievoVerona 2011', a 

celebration for the fans of Serie A team ChievoVerona. The event was held last Thursday 31 March at the 

‘Centro Risi’ in via Bastia, Isola della Scala. Present at the event were all the players of ChievoVerona who 

were available for photos and signed autographs to all present. 

Also present was the whole technical and management staff headed by the president Luca Campedelli and 

mister Stefano Pioli, in addition to some ex ‘gailloblù’ players representing the team ‘Cuore Chievo’. 

Present for the occassion as guests were some coordinators of other teams which form part of F.I.S.S.C.. 

 The friends of Chievo celebrates... 

By Coordination ‘Amici del ChievoVerona’ 

 Altruism ‘Nerazzurro’... 

by Coordination I.C. Campano 

ISCHIA (NA) - No allarm! No sharing, no loan, but a young healty altruism of clear ’Nerazzurro’ stamp. 

Francesco Sgambati, junior member of ‘Inter club Napoli’, has gently allowed his friend who cheer Milan, 

Alberto Rizzotto, to pose, “approach and touch” the jewel Inter won in 2010 because, even if the other 

Milano team will be partecipate in next year edition of UEFA Champions League, will remember the 

opportunity given to him by his ‘nerazzurro’ friend or, to see it again, will have to take advantage of another 

stage organised by Inter and by the CCIC in 2012 for the nerazzurri fans in Campania. Hoping... that the 

holder again will be Francesco.  

Nothing that Alberto should be shy for the humorous presentation but to him an applause should be 

addressed for having joined in Francesco’s joy showing a very good sporting spirit on the contrary to that 

showed by the capitan of the team he cheers. Compliments to both!  
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The away game last Sunday 6 March, prohibited to almost all Genoa’s fans, has seen as protagonists some 

hundered of youngsters, departed from the ligurian chief town with three coaches: visit to the stadium 

museum and a walk around the pitch, then everyone in the stands with their “nerazzurri colleagues”.   

An initiative of the ligurian club which begun years back, when the team was still in Serie B, continued 

through the years and reached its peak yesterday with the first away trip in an important city.  An example 

to be followed to bring the italian stadiums in line with the culture observed overseas. 

When one is to say ‘a beautiful Sunday of sport to be spent all togather, in a spirit of fun, friendship and respect of the 

opponent’.  Thats what happened yesterday afternoon at the ‘Meazza’ with the rappresentatives of both ‘Centro 

Coordinamento Inter Club’ and ’Associazione Genoa Club’, thant thanks to the colllaboration and support of both Clubs, 

have launched a concrete signal in the difficult process of improving the present conditions annexed to stadium’s 

usability. 

To counter the hospitality reserved by Genoa to Inter Club junior members in Liguria in occassion of the first round 

match between the two teams, CCIC, yesterday reserved the same warm welcome to some 100 children members of 

ACG, who beside watching the match, had the opportunity to visit the Stadium Museum and during the interval parade 

on the pitch togather with their Inter counterparts.  An initiative which wants to reiterate forcefully the sound 

principles that inspire the legally constituted and operating supporters organisations, convinced that its always 

possible to cheer collectively, warmly and colourful, provided all this is done within the limits of a healthy sports culture 

and the peaceful cohabitation, in the respect of all ethical sport values. 

To complete this wonderful day in the CCIC’s offices an exchange of compliments between Fausto Sala and the 

coordinator for Liguria Claudio Restelli on one part and on the other side the officials of ACG in the figures of its 

president Leonardo Berogno, his vice president Idolo Maiella and the council member Maurizio Costantini. 

In Inter - Genoa the children play the major role... 

By the ‘Centro Coordinamento Inter Clubs’ 

Inter - Genoa  -  100% sportsmanship... 

By the ‘Centro Coordinamento Inter Clubs’ 
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 Incredibile  -  Viareggio vs Pisa prohibited to fans 

by the Coordination Centre Pisa Clubs  

Here is the text of the letter sent by the Coordination Centre Pisa Clubs to the police stations of Pisa and 

Lucca, to the Ministry of the Interior - the Observatory of  Sporting Events and the clubs of both Pisa 1909 and 

Viareggio. 

 

We have read on the site of the ‘Observatory of the Viminale’ that for “Viareggio vs Pisa” ( Lega Pro) of 

08/05/2011,  the sale of tickets to residents in the province of Pisa was prohibited; obviously from all this 

were excluded those in possession of the supporter card. We cannot understand the logic behind such a 

decision, a person residing in the city or province of Lucca or even in Livorno can buy tickets for the match. 

But perhaps those who adopt these decesions know perfectly that between Viareggio and Lucca there is a 

keen rivalry? Thus it could happen that many lucchesi to spite the pisaians can buy tickets even if not 

interested even the livornesi can do that. This is our first point.  Then we need to know whether these 

measures of prohibition are equal to all, between the two factions of Pisa and Viareggio fans there exists a 

old consolidated twinning thus both set of fans can easily watch the match side by side excatly as it 

happens in foreign stadiums where such measures do not exist. Not withstanding all this HERE’S THE 

PROHIBITIOIN, we can ask ourselves how come the Observatory for the roman derby between Roma and 

Lazio, a match always prohibited to the opposing fans without the supporter card, has made it possible, for 

the last derby played, for both those in possession and non of the supporter card to buy tickets and then as 

we read and saw in Rai the incidents that occured between the two factions because unlike pisaians and 

viareggini, romans and laziali are not friends at all. We can continue to list other cases: Lecce vs Bari first 

prohibited then nobody know how and why open to all.  More incredible then this for all that happened 

between Catania and Palermo, last year derby prohibited but this year the fixture was opened for all, card 

members and non.  

So what type of problems were found for the match between Viareggio and Pisa?  We look foward to know 

the reasons  and then if there is a determined intervention both by the police authorities of Pisa and those 

of Viareggio/Lucca the opportunity might be found so that all the Pisa and Viareggio fans can assist for the 

match togather.  We want to state that who is writing this letter holds a regular supporter card. 

We hope that till the end this decision can be reviewed in the interst of all those who have sports at heart. 

Coordination Centre Pisa Club 

D’Andrea Massimo 

Bandini Liana 
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Sport unites not divides... 

by the Central Coordination Udinese Clubs 

In the name of the motto 'sport unites, not divides', the Udinese Club of ‘San Giovanni al Natisone’ has scheduled an 

interesting initiative to streghten the friedship ties with other Serie A twin clubs.  Club rapresentatives from Chievo, Cesena,  

have given their support for the two-day meeting organised for saturday 28 and sunday 29 May. The Udinese Club of ‘San 

Giovanni al Natisone’ committed itself to accommodate and accompany the guests for the two days to visit the make 

known the Friuli territory and its culture which includes the stages at Cividale and at Corno di Rosazzo. On day of 28 May 

were also present the rapresentatives from Inter and Treviso. 
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I am a foreign fan who also resides abroad, who up to the introduction of the supporter card had a regular season subscription to follow my favourite team. 

Now not anymore, I cannot have the supporter card for the simple reason that am living in a foreign country even if my country form part of the EU 

members, while a non-EU citizen if residing in Italy can have one.  

When recently In Italy to watch one or two matches, I witnessed fans entering the stadium, from a reserved entrance with a sign saying “ENTRANCE FOR 

FANS WITHOUT THE SUPPORTER CARD”, with those entering through the said gate, yelling: “WE WILL NEVER DO THE SUPPORTER CARD”, AND I WHO 

WANT TO DO IT JUST CANNOT. 

Would it not be better to give equal chance to all fans to follow their favourite team?  Would it not be better to see the stadiums once again full with the 

presence of foreign fans who up to now face big sacrifices to follow their favourite team and now see that chance vanish? 

I call on FISSC  a help so that this problem being faced by many fans in my same situation can be solved in the best possible way. 

Not all fans are equal.... 

by Joe [Malta] 
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